
CASE LOGIC INVIGO 
CONVERTIBLE TOTE 
INVIT116

Case Logic Invigo Eco tote has a refined, elegant design 
and is made of recycled materials with thoughtful 
organizational features – friendly for the workplace and the 
environment.  

1. This bag is made with a 100% recycled 600D polyester 
exterior, 150D polyester lining, meshes, PP webbing, and 86% 
recycled YKK zipper tape. The water-repellent coating is also 
free from PFCs, chemicals that are harmful to the environment

2. Padded laptop pocket protects a 15.6'' laptop and  tablet 
sleeve holds a 12.9'' tablet

3. Stow the padded backpack shoulder straps to use the bag 
as a tote or detach the main shoulder strap and use as a 
backpack

4. Front panel zip pocket with small accessory organization 
provides quick access to essential items

5. Designated water bottle storage pocket in main compartment

6. Large stash pocket on backpanel lets you store items and 
keep them out of reach from pickpockets

7. Mesh zip pocket inside the main compartment for additional 
organization with a key fob lash to keep track of your keys

8. When using in tote mode, backpack straps stow away cleanly 
in small designated pocket on back panel

9. Luggage pass-through strap allows you to attach the bag to 
rolling luggage for effortless travel

10. Thule Group is committed to sourcing 100% of Packs, Bags, 
and Luggage recycled polyester textiles and recycled nylon 
textiles from Global Recycled Standard certified sources by 
the end of 2024
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LIFE, SIMPLIFIED.

MODEL NUMBER UPC / EAN CODE COLOR

3205106 085854256391   Black

REPLACES AVAILABLE (US) AVAILABLE (CAN)
New January 1, 2024 January 1, 2024

EXTERNAL PRODUCT DIMS (L x D x H) CATEGORY
14.4 x 7.1 x 16.9 in 36.5 x 18.0 x 43.0 cm Laptop bags

INTERNAL PRODUCT DIMS (L x D x H)
15.2 x 0.9 x 10.4 in 38.5 x 26.5 x 2.4 cm

PACKAGING DIMS (L x D x H) PACKAGING TYPE
16.0 x 1.8 x 25.4 in 40.5 x 4.5 x 64.5 cm Hangtag

PRODUCT WEIGHT PRODUCT VOLUME PRODUCT MATERIALS
1.323 lb / 0.6 kg N/A 100% recycled 600D 

polyester and 150D 
polyester. This bag is made 
from 75% recycled material 
by weight.

MASTER CARTON QTY MASTER CARTON WEIGHT
3 4.58 lbs 2.08 kg

MASTER CARTON DIMS (L x D x H)
18.1 x 18.1 x 7.5 in 46.0 x 46.0 x 19.0 cm

MASTER CARTON VOLUME POLY BAG
1.377 cu ft 0.039 cbm Single

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN WARRANTY CONTENTS
Cambodia 25 Years 1 Bag
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